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This roper introduces the concept of a finite net of dimension d. This is a generalization Df the 
finite ,~et of dimension three, due to Laskar and the finite net (of dimension two) due to Bruck. 
An miation scheme is defined 0x1 this system which is then shown to form a partially balanced 
ir,crmplete black design on an association scheme with d associate classes. 
Bruck introduced the concept of a finite (k, n) net for k and n positive integers 
[l, 21. The net is defined as a system of undefined objects called “points” and 
“lines” together with an incidence relation subject to the following axioms: 
(i) There is at least one point. 
(ii) The lines of the net can be partitioned into k disjoint non-empty “parallel” 
classes such that: 
(a) Each point is incident with exactly one line of each class. 
(b) For any two lines belonging to different classes there is exactly one point 
incident with both lines. 
(iii) Each line is incident with n points. 
It is easy to show that every class of lines contains exactly n distinct lines and the 
net consists of n* distinct points and kn distinct lines. Also, for k 2 3, (iii) can be 
replaced by: 
(iii’) There is a line incident with 
I et 
forms a 2-class association scheme on these points if k c n + 1. The11 the points and 
lines of the net form a PBIB design based o.n fhis association scheme with 
parameters b = kq il = n2, r = k, k = n, h, =z 1 ;lnd A2 = 0. 
Finally, a finite affine plane of order s is an (s + 1, s) net [ 1, 21. 
Laskar [3] considered Bruck’s net as 2 finite net of dimension two, and 
generalized the concept to a finite net of dimension three in the following way. Let 
4c > 1, n > 1, b > 1 and t* > 1 be intege,,,. A system H consis;ing of tiilbefinecl 
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.- &;&$ ‘sgj&s”, ‘%nW’ and “pfanes”P to&ether with aa incidence relation is 
defined PO be a finite net of dimension three if the following axioms 8-e satisfied: 
, (i) If’? point P is incident with 3 line I, and 1 is incident with a plane 7t then P is 
itidide$ w&b %?* 
(ii) If ~wisfl ltines are incident with the sari:: ‘s point, they are incident with the same 
plane. 
(iii) The points and fines incident with a plane form a (k, n) net. 
@j Twc, gltanes are ?paraHel*?f they da ns? have a commcsn point. The planes of 
H cara be partitioned into Iz disjoint non-empty parallel classes uch that: 
(a) Two planes belonging to two different classes have exactly one line in 
common. 
(b) Each point of H is contained in exactly one plane in each class. 
(v) Two lines are “non-intersecting” if they do not have h common point. The 
lines of H are partitioned into a finite number of maximal non-intersecting sets of 
lines such that 1 
(a) TWO iines belonging to different sets have at most 3ne point in corn-on. 
(b) Each point of M is incident with exactly one line in each set. 
(vi) There exists a Iine incident with exactly r * planes. 
Laskar shows that every line is incident with P* planes and that the lines and 
planes incident with any fixed poi it of M form an SBIB desi.gn. Further we know 
that r* = k and 6 = k * - k f 1 and the total number of points, lines and planes in 
the system is given by n3, n2(kZ - k + 1) and n(k* - k + l), respectively [4]. 
jeaskar def?ned a 3-class association scheme on the points of M as follows: two 
‘points are &at associates if they are both incident with a line; second associates if 
both incident with a plane but not both incident with a line; and third associates, 
otherwise. Using this association scheme, she showed that the points and planes of 
H seIue as the treatments and blocks, respectively, of a PBIB design based or, a 
?-class association scheme. Also, a 3-dimensional finite affine space is a finite net of 
dimension three, see 631. 
These results may also be obtained if (v) is replaced by 
{v’) Each line is incident with at least one plane. 
in this paper we generalize the concept of a finite net of dimension three to one 
of arbitrary dimension cl, consisting of certain undefined objects together with an 
incidence relation, the exact definition will be given in the next section. A finite 
affine d-space with n points or, a line, and a d-lattice graph are shown to be 
examples of such a system, 
Furthermore we show that such a system is a PBIB design based QI? a d-class 
association scheme. 
1. Axioms and immediate results 
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L~IBUM 1.3. tit j, k and q be WQWS s&?tfying 0 < j G k <: qa Let $9 Sk Ed S1 be 
sets in a d-net such that Si fl Sk # #I u?d SJ v Sk = Sq. TOoen there m sets Sjwl C Sj ad 
Sb-, C Sq swh that 
(a’ S,+ n Sk = S, f7 SL ; and , (b) S,-1 u Sk c So-,. 
Proof. Let SI, Sk and S, be any sets satisfying the hypothesis. Let {S~}~~~+l and S,-1 
be sets satisfying Si C S,l+, C St,, C l l l C S&l C Sq and SL C & C S, These sets 
exist by virtue of axioms (dA5) and (ctA3) and the fact that Sd L SI C Se (See Fig. 1 
below.) 
If S&, = $+, we would have S1 t.J Sk C Sp+, contradigting the minimality of q* 
Since Sj n Sk+ 0, S&., and Sq+ may be thought ‘of as distinct, non-parallel 
hyperplanes in the q-net S,. As such, we know by (IstA4a) that there is a set S%-2 
such that Si-, = S,-, n Si _l. Since S&, c7~d & both contain Sj n Sk, we know 
j: 17 Sk C S&,. Further, S’,-, # S& for if not, we would again have Sj U Sk C $-I. 
. By repeating this process we obtain 8 collection of sets {S&2, $3, l . l , S;} 
satisfying Sz = Sz,, n Si,,; Sj f?Sk CS; iiUd SFf S: for p = j,j+l,...,q-2. 
Using the same argument as before, a set Sj+ is found satisfying $-I= Sj f7 Sf and 
S, n Sk C Sj-1. 
Clearly Sj-1 C Sj and Sq-1 C Sq. Also Sj-, rl Sk C Sq-1 since Sj-1 C Sf C Sf+, C l l l C 
Si-2 CS,-1 and Sk C Sp+ To complete the proof, we need only show that Si--, n Sk = 
Sj n Sk. Since Sj-1 C Sj, we know Si-1 C’l Z!& c Sj f? S;.. Further, since Sj n Sk C Sj-1 
and 3, 7 Sk C Sk, we know 5 f~ Sk C Sj-1 s^l & Thus Sj-I t’7 Sk = Sj n Sk. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram for proof of Lemma 1.3. 
Lemma 1.4. Zf for some j s k, Si and Sir ure sets in a d-net satisfying ,W:- = Sj (7 Sk, 
then there is a set Sk +I satisfying Sk+1 = Sj v Sk. 
Pmof. Since S,-, = S, f7 Sk, we know Sje Sk. Because of this fact, we know there is 
no set St satisfying S, U Sk C St. For if so, Sk = S z and thus Sj U Sk - : Sk implying 
sj ic Sk. 
So it will suffice to find a set Sk+1 such that Sj U Sk C Sk+*. Since S,- i. We can 
find sets (Si}isj satisfying Sj-1 C Si C S,l+, C* l - C S:_, C Si = Sk. Since .J ;? Sk, IJC 
know Sj# Sit. Further, since Sj and Si bqth contain Sj-1, axiom (dA2) guarantees 
the existence of a set Sj2,* containing Sj and S:. Again Sf+l # S;+l, for if SO Sj C Sk. 
By repeating this process we obtain a collection of sets {S2p)~+2 (see Fig. ?>I 
satisfying: 
S& U Si_, C S”p and Sf # Si for p = j + 2,. . . , k. 
Since S’, and Sk both contain S: -,, there is a set Sk+* containing both 3k and S”,. 
Fig. 2. Diagram for proof of Lemma 1.4. 
Tlheorem lc.5. I” Sk and Sj are sets in a d-net with non-empty intersection, then 
Sj V Sk = Sq if S, f7 SI, = h5+j+k-q. (1.i) 
Proof. Let q be such that Si v Sk = S,. Without loss of generality we may assume 
Sipr Sk and 0 < j 4 k <‘q. Then q = k f p for some p 2 1. The remainder of the 
proof is by induction on p. 
Suppose p = 1. To show the necessity in (1.1) assume S, v S, = Sk*,. We need to 
il * * 
3 . -, 
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show si f-l Sk = Sj+ By Lemma 12 we know there are sets S,-, C S, s_ld Sz C Sk+, 
s~t~~fy~~g 
(a’r SJVt n Sk = Sj n Sk and (b) SI+ U Sk C Si.. 
Since Sk C S,-, U Sk C S & we know §k = Sg and thus Si-I C S,-, U Sk C Sk* Then 
$i R Sk = q-1 h\ Sk = sj-1. For the sufficiency of (1.1) we need only note that if 
Sj n Sk = Si-, tfien Lemma 1.4 provides the existence of a set SC,., such that 
sj v Sk = &+I* Thus the result holds for p = 1. 
Now suppose p > 1 and assume for I 6 Q! c-p 
Sj v Sk = &+ ifl S] n sJL = S*-P+W (W) 
Let Sk.+ be such that Si v Sk = Sk+P. To prove necessity in (1.1) we need to show 
S, n & = Sj-pe By Lemma 1.3 there are sets Si+ C Si and Sk.+P-I C Sk+P such that 
By (b) it wit1 sufiice to show that there is no set Sa with m < is f p - 1 such that 
s,_l v Sk = S,,,. Suppose to the Contras that such a set & exists. Then M = 
k4-p-a!forsomea!suchthat1<~~p.Tfa=p,thenSI_lvSI,=S~soS~_,CS~ 
and thus Si-1 n Sk = &. For LY < p we may apply the inductive hypothesis and in 
either case we get SI-, n Sk = Sj-l-p+a. So by (P) we have S, 61 Sk = $-I n SR = 
Sj-p+f*-: )- Since cy - 1~ p we may applty the inductive hypothesis again to obtain 
Sj V Sk =5 Sk-f-p-(a-$)~ Since ar > 1 this is a cont~d~ction. SO Sj-1 V Sk = Sk+*-** 
Using the inductive hypothesis unce more we know 
Then by (a) we ha::: Sj f7 Sk = Sj-* fl Sk = Sj-p 
FWtlfy tG show the sufficiency of (1.1) SUPPOSG Sj n Sk 
set S, Sj v Sk = S, The necessity in (1.1) then imphes Sj 
Sj-1 JI Sk = Sj-*-p*t = Sj-pa 
= SjMp We know for some 
fI Sk = SI’+k-q. So wf6! must 
C\rroky 1.6, If sets Si and Si are both cmtuincd in distinct sets Sk and S”,, then 
Vwre is a set Sk- 1 containing Si and Si. 
roof. Since S: f S$, there is scme p z I and B set Sk+P such that Sk v S’, = Sk+P By 
Theorem I.5 we know Sin S’, = Z&,, 
Corollary 1.7. For any sets Si and S, in a d-net, them is a unique set Sq SW% that 
Sq = Si v S/e 
a 4g ply Cmairy 1.6. 
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Ti~r~rn L9. There are exactly n hyperplanes in any parallel class. 
hf. IIn a (k *, n) net of dimension two there are n lines in each parallel class. For 
d = 3 the result holds as shown in 14). Suppose d = 3 and assume there are n 
$qmplanes in any parallel class of a (d - l)-net . 
Let Sd-, be a hyperplane belong@ to the parallel class Ce of hyperplanes. Let 
P’+l be a hyperplane belonging to a class %’ different from %. Then Sd_, intersects 
Sl-, ir! a (ci -2)set, say Sh+ Similarly if Si d-l # EL-, is any other member of the 
class W, SL, n .S,,_, = SL. NOW Ff-, and SLe2 have no common point, for if so 
S:-., and S:_ 1 would have a common point contradicting the fact Phyf they belong to 
the same parallel class. Denote the collection of (d - 2)-sets in S&l -2Gch are 
parallel to S iv2 by 9? Then we have shown that each hyperplane in %” contain3 a 
unique element of 9. 
Now let S,*_, be any element of 9. We wish to show ST-., is in some hyperplane in 
%‘. Suppose to the contrary that S,*_, is not contained in any hyperplane of %‘. Let 
P be a point in S,‘_,. By (dA4b) there is a hyperplane, say S’,_, in V which contains 
P. Then by (dA4a), 5 ‘&1 must intersect Sd-1 in a (d - 2)-set which contains p, say 
s:-,. Our assumption excludes the possibility that Ss-2 = S$+ Thus Si_, and S z-z 
may be considered as distinct hyperplancs in the jd - 1)-net S&l, and they contain 
the common point P. So S i-z k not in the parallel class 9 of hyperplanes in Sd-). 
Since S:-, is in this parallel class, S h-z and S:_, must intersect. But this means Si_, 
and Si-, have a point in common, contradicting the fact that they are parallel. 
Thus there is a l-l correspondence between the hyperplanes in %’ and the 
(d - 2)-sets in 9. By the inductive hypothesis, the number of (d - 2)-sets in the 
parallel class 9 is n. So the number of hyperplanes in V is n. 
We have also shown the following tw:~ results which will be useful in later proofs. 
Chrollmry 1.10. Suppose two hyperplanes Si_, and S’,_, intersect in the (d - 2)-set 
SL. If S”,_, is a (d - 2)-set in Si_, and S”,_, is parallel to Sb+ then SsOl, is in some 
hyperplane parallel tr, S’,-,. 
Corollary 1.11. The number of hyperplanes in a d-net is ubd. 
2. Incidence matrix 
For the 3-net ihr; kcidence matrix (number of points in a plane, nurnkr of planes 
through a line, etc.) has been completely determined in [4]. To obtain tht v’lne 
results for an arbitrary d-net, we will first show that the numbe.r of (k + I)-sel: 
containing a fixed k-set Sk does nat depend on the choice of Sk. 
To this end, we will let 4(i, k, d)(&) represent the number of i-sets incide!lt with 
a fixed k -set Sk in a d e will write #(i, k, d) = c tcb indicate that 




same way it can be seen that 
b(k + 1, k, ~)(~~)[~(k,  - I, k + I)- 1] = +(k, k - 1, d)(S&)- I.. 
by Lemma 2.1 +(k,k-l,k+t)>l, we have ~(k~~~k,d)~S~)= 
4(k * 1, k, d)(&). 
Let SK antd S X be arbitrary distinct k-sets in a d-net. Then gk v S 2 = Sk+@ p a 1. 
If p = 1, the desired conclusion follows from Theorem 1.5 and Claim I. 
Now suppos,e p > 1 and assume the restrft holds for arbitrary k-sets whenever 
S: U Sic Sk+P-l. Let S:+p-l and S”,,,_, satj~~~y & C S:,,_, C &, sitnd St C S”,+,-, C 
Sk+p. (Note Fig. 3 below.) Let P be a point ir, S $. Then by Axiom (dA4) there is a 
set Src+p-l in Sk+p which contains Jr and is ot parallel to S&,-,. So there is a set 
eontdined in S:+,-z and in S,,,-, CM a set&.P_2 contained in both &-I 
Let S: and S”, lx arbiter my k-sets satisfying S: 6 S: cp-2 and 
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sf c s,‘+,-2. Then since :!?, al;d S: are both in S:+p-l, we ki>ow by the inductive 
hypothesis that #(k+l,k,d)(&)=q2(k+l,k,d)(S:). Fcrther since 
S: u S”, CS,+,_, and S’, U SX CS&, we obtain +(k+l,k,cij[$)= 
g~(k+1,k,d)(S:)=cj!~(k+l,k,d)(S,2)=~(k+1,k,d)(SX). 
Sk_-.- 
Fig. 3. Diagram for proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Lemma 2.3. +(d - 1, 0, d) = Bd. 
In the following exposition, we oftc :I write C#B~ to denote ~+(k + 1, k, d). 
Lemma 2.4. +(j,O, d) = bj- lb,+2 l l l bdf+&j+l l * l &-2, for 0 < j < d. (As usu& the 
product of zero factors is taken to be 1). 
Now consider j 9 d - 1 and assume inductively t-hat 
(2.2) 
Again by counting ordered pairs (S,, S,+l) su& that P C S, C S,+ I; we get 
&(j,O, d)(P)& = #(j + l,Ov d)(f’)+(j,O,j + 1). 
Using (2.2) and Lemma 2.3, this becomes 
Theorem 2.5. In L; finite net of dimension d Z= 2, the following ho/d: 
&(k + l,k,d)= #+ = bd-rc fob 0s k sd -2 
bd = b&b, - 1) + !. 
(2.3) 
(2 4 
roof. Induction on d will be used. If . . - 2, t en k = 0. Since b, = 1, 1(W holds: 
and since & = k *, and every point in a ,k *, n)-net is in k * lir ?s, (2.3) also holds. Ir 
is shown in [4] that (2.3) and (2.4) hold +I three-dimensiorial mts. So suppose d 3 
assume i~~l~ct~ve~y for 3 d’ < 
(2.3’) 
(2.4’) 
Prcmf irf Chiim i. Clearly v = &+, and r = &++ 
Now the nupber of...treatmeats in a fixed block is the number of (d - Q-sets 
cxmtainad in a flied (id - f)-set and containing Sd+. This number is denoted by 
cp(d - 2, d - 3, d - 2), and by (2.3’) we have #(d - 2, d - 3, d - 2) = b+,,_,,+J, = bt. 
- So k = bz. 
Counting flags, one sees that bk = W, ilencc: that b = (#+J#&/bt. 
To count the number of blocks in the design, we will count ordered pairs 
(&-, $-,) satisfying Sde3C Sd-.2 C Sd+ In this way we see that 
<pd_&.2 = cr,(d - 1, d - 3, d)(S&+(d - 2, d - 3, d - 2). 
Since qI(d - 2, d - 3, d - 2) = b2, we get b = +(d - I, d - 3, d) = c&&-db2. 
By Corollary 2,8$ we know that any pair of (d - Z)*sets containing Sd-J will be 
s5multaneously contained in exactly one (d --- I)-set. Any such (d - I)-set will 
contain Sde3 by Axiom (dA1). TOW any two treatments are contained together in 
exactly one block. 
Furthermore if S’ d-l and Ss-, are distinct hyp?rplar\es both containing Sd-3, then 
by Axiom (d.%4a), there is a unique set Sd- 2 = S:-, f7 S’,_,. Also SdWT must contain 
Sd-J since b&I hyperplanzs contain &+ So any two blocks are simultaneously 
incident wi& exactly one treatment. So A = 1, and thus Claim 1 is established. 
In any SBSR design, we know r = k and A(v - 1) = r(k . - 1). The first of 
these gives 
4 b2. d-2 = (2-9 
AN’ from the second we get $)ci-J- 1 = &-2(bZ - 1) = bz(b2 - 1). Thus using (2.4’) 
we have. 
(fid-3 = bz(bz - 1) + 1 = bj. (W 
If d = 4, (2.5) and (2.6) together with L,emma 2.4 combine to give (2.3). So to 
finish the proof that (2.3) holds, we may assume d > 4. 
Claim 2. For any fixed (d - 4)-set &,,, the (d - 3)-sets and (d - 9-)-set? incident 
with Sd-4 form the treatments and blocks, respectively, of a 1313 dqp with 
parameters: v = &_+; b = q&a&/b~; r = c#B,+3; k = bz; h = 1. 
PrOOf. ‘As is analagous to the proof of Cla m 1. 
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Xn any BIB design we know A (O - 1) = r(k - 1). So in this case, we have 
cc) d_4 = (Pd& - 1) + I. Using (2.6) and (2.4’), we have 
4 d-4 = ba(b, - 1) + I = b,. 
By repeating this process d - 5 times, (2.3) is established for every case except 
k = 0. For this case by invoking Lemma 2 4 we have 
bzb, l . . b,+,b, 
40 = 4(1,0* d) = #d_,&,_3-y-& = b& 
Cl&m 3. Let P be azy &-set in N. 7%e 1 -sets and 2-sets incident with Pfim? t! BIB 
design with parameters: o = bd; b = bdbd-,/bz; r = 4,; k = bZ; h -= 1. 
PIWOk We have just shown that the number of l-sets (lines) through a point is bd. 
The remainder of the proof is again identical to the proof of CIai, ?J 1. 
To show that (2.4) holds, we will once more use the fact that in a IHE% design, 
A(u - 1) = r(k - 1). In this case, ue have bd - 1 = &(b, - I). Usiny (2.3), we get 
bd = bg,-,(bz - I) + 1, So (2.4) is established. 
corollary 2.6. Let ao, 2 = 0 and a I, 2 = 1. Fur d 2 3, bd = CP,-d L;yj, & $, where ad_ f. d = 
1, aQd = d (mod2) and for 1 s j G d - 2, aj,d = aj_l,d_1- aj,d_1. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.5, b3 = bz(b2-- l)+ 1 = b; - bz + 1. So the result holds f[:r 
d =3. 
Suppose d > 3 i: I d assume the resuft to be true for d - I. Using Theorem 2.5, we 
have, 
bd = bd-,(b, - 1) + 1 
= bd_,br - be, + 1 
J-2 
S cYj.d-lb$+’ - x cYi,d-,b:+ 1 
j=O r-o 
d-3 
= ad-,.J-,bf-l + 1 a,.d-lbi+‘- a,.d-lbi- o&d_{ + 1 
, aI \=1 
The result follows by noting tha: L - [d - l] (mod 2) = d (mod 2), and CQ,,~ is always 
either 1 or 0. 
Theo&m 2.7 is us’ed to cotiplete the upper tl-iangubr part of title incidence matrix 
of a d-net. This part of the matrix has a symmetry which is shown in the next 
cor0Ilas-y. 
Corollary 2.8. For da3,Osjsd-3 an+ :ck6[f(d-l-j)], &(j+k,j,d)= 
4!d - k, j, d). 
Pmt. Suppose d ,j a,ld k are as above. Then using Theorem 2.7, we know 
Since: 1 s k G [$(d - 1 - j)], we know k+Kd-k-j<d-j. So (2.8) ay be 
written 7,s q 
Corollary 2.9. For j such that 0 G j s d - 2, Q(d - 1, j, d) = bd-,. 
P: wf. In case j = d - 2, the result holds by Thr:orem 2.5. Otherwise, this is a 
3 - _cial case of CoroUary 2.8, 
For integer : i < j <: d if 5; is any j-set in a &net then the number of i-sets in Sj 
is cferroted by c#(i,  dj($) Furthermore, the numbc-r of i-sets in the j-net Sj is aiso 
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4(&j, d)(S,). For this reason we will denote the number of r-sets in the net IV by 
O(i 4 4. 
Proof. Since every (k *, n)-net of dimension two has n2 points and k *n lines and 
since b2 = k * and 6, = 1, (2.9) holds when d = 2. The result also holds fcr k = d - 1 
since, by virtue of Corollary 1 .ll, we know the number of hyperplanes in a d-net is 
W-l,d,d)= nbd. We proceed by induction on d. 
By counting ordered pairs (S,, Sd-,) such that Sk C Sd-,, we ge! 
ij~(k, d,d)(N)4(d - 1, k,d) = b(d - 1, d, d)4(k, d - 1, d -- 1). 
Applying Corollaries 2.9 and 1.11 and the induction assumption, we obtain the 
desired conclusion. 
Since th@ number of (j - k)-sets in a j-set in a d-net is the same as the number of 
(j - Q-sets in a j-net, we have the following corollary which fills in the iow’er 
triangular part of an incidence matrix. 
Comflaxy 2.11. For d a 2 and j and k satisfying 1 d j s d - 1 and 1s k 4 j, the 
foiiowiq hoids : 
~(j _ k, j, d) = nk ‘I”,-;* ’ l p;,-*+’ , 
12” k 
Corollary 2.12. For j and k such that 3 s j s d - 1 and [$(j + l)] s k < j, we have 
nZk%#8(k, j, d) = +(j - k, j, d). 
Proof. By Corollary 2.11, we know 
:~2k-i+(k, j, d) = n 2k-i+(j - 0 - k j, j, d) 
=n 2k3t I-k 
bib,-, l - l bk+, 
blb2 l l * bj-k- ’ 
(2.10) 
Since [f(j + l)] G k, we know j - k + 1 G ric. So (2.10) may be written as 
n 
k b,b,-l. l l bk+lbkbk-l l . l bj-k+I 
b,b? l l - b,-kb, -k+, . - - ba_,b, 
= 40’ -- k, j, d). 
We have defined O(i, j, k) for i# j < k, to be the number of i-sets incident wiih 
any fixed j-set in a k-net. In order to avoid some exceptIona cases, we will extend 
the function <b(i, j k) in the following way: 
af (j -- f)%ets irr a &net. 
encie matrix for a fi-net bgiven. The (4 j) entry 
s i s 6, and &ch (7, j) entry gives the total number . 
Table 1 
Midewe matrix f@r a &net 
,- 
SO St $2 s ’ 3 S. S:, 




Total n” nsb6 
3. An awciation scheme and the main resutt 
Lxmu 3.1. For d 2 0 and for j swh that 0 G j s d, 
bd - bd+ = bj (b2 - l)d-‘. (3.1) 
Proof. Since b. = 0 and b, = 1, we !;now (3.1) holds for d G 1. The .I assume d > I. 
For j = ,i we have bd - ii0 = bd (bz - I)‘, so (,?A) holds in this ca>e. Now assume 
Odjdd -. I. Then since bk = bk+(b2 - I)+ I folr all ik, we have 
bd - bd-, = (b,,-, - bg,+,)(bl- 1) 
= b, (ba - 1)“-‘-‘(bs - 2). 
Ls-MIM 3.2. If 1 s k < j 4 d, then bk < b,. 
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Proof. SUPPOSE k z j - p for some positive integer p. Then bj - bk = bj - bj_p = 
I)p@ - l)? Since bt = k * > 1 and bp 3 1, we must have bp (t, - l)iWp 3 1. 
km 3.3. If Sj and Sd- 1 are sets in a d-net such that Sj n Sd_, # 0, then either 
Sj C &I Or Sj fl G-1 = Sj-1 for some (j - 1).set. 
Proof. suppose sj n s&. * = Sk. Then k G j. Further, by Theorem 1.5 Sj v Sd_, = 
SQ_l+j-r. So d - 1 + .i - k s d, and thus j - 14 k s j and the lemma follows. 
For SHR Sj aad Sk in a d-net, we will say Sj and Sk are cci-i iff there exists a set Si 
such that S, Cl Sk C Si. 
Theorem 3.4. In a finite net of dimension d, if a point P and a set Sj, 1 < j s d - 1, 
are not co-hyperplanar tEaen: 
(i) S, rrcts no (j - 1)sets which tzre co-(d - 2) with P, and 
(ii) Sj has bd - bd-j = bj (b2 - l)d-’ (j - l)-sets which are co-(d - 1) with P. 
Pro& Let P be a point which is not co-hyperplanar with a fixed set Sj. Suppose Sj 
has a (j - I)-set Sj-, which occurs in a (d - 2)-set Sd-* containing P. Since P and Sj 
are not co-(d - l), Sit Sd-2. Thus Sdm2 fI Sj = Sj-1. Hence by Theorem 1.5, we must 
have Sd-2 v Sj = Sd-F+j-G-l) = &--I. Since Sj C Sd-* and P C Sdw2 C Sd_l, this con- 
tradicts the fact that P and Sj are not co-(d - l), and thus (i) holds. 
TO show that (ii) holds, suppose sj-1 is in S, and is in the hyperplane Sd_, with P, 
Then Sj-1 and P occur together in tile other hyperplane. For if so, by Corollary 1.6, 
S-1 and P would be co-(d - 2) contradicting (i). Thus to count the number oi 
0’ - l)-sets in S,, which are co-hyperplanar with P, it will suffice to count the number 
of hyperplanes Sd-, which contain P and satisfy Sd_, n Sj = Sj-1 for some (j - I)-Get. 
Moreover, if S+, is any hyperplane containing P and satisfying SdMl 17 Sj# 0, then 
since SjL &-I, we must have Sd-, n Sj = Sj-1 for some (j - 1)-set by Lemma 3.3. So 
the problem reduces to that of counting the number of hyperpkanes Sd+ which 
contain P and have non-void intersection with Sj. 
By Corollary 2.9, there are bd hyperplanes containing P and bd-j hyperplanes 
containing S,. Since P is contained in exactly one hyperplal. : of each parallel class, 
there are exactly bd.-j hyperplanes which contain P and are parallel to some 
hyperplane containing S,. Thus there are exactly bd - bd -, 2 1 hyperplanes Sd-l 
contairkng P which satisfy the following property: 
S, is in no hyperplane parallel to Sd+ (3.2) 
Let 4” r-‘d-l be a hyperplane containing P which satisfies (3.2). Let {S:),fs:+, be a 
colkction of sets such that S, C S,‘,, C S:+; C- * - C :;A-,. Since S, C S:-, and c’ “Cl-1 
satisfies (3.2), we know Sfi_, and S”,_, are not parallel. Thus there is a (d - 2)-W 
s:,_, = s:_, t7 s;_,. N ow let S,*-, be any (d - 2)-set which satisfies S, C SZ’_,, (Ii S,‘, :. 
If & is parallel to S”,_,, then by Corollary 1.10, S,*-? would be corW ineld in some 
h$pmplqme paratlel: to s i+ But this” w8uld force Si to be in some hyperplane 
parA_LlZo S 2-1 vidlating (3.2). Thus s i-z is parallel to no (d - 2)-set which contains 
Si in S:+ In partlc;llar, S i_z and S f-, may ke considered as non-parallel 
hyperplaner: in! Si-,. 
X%y &peating this process, we obtain a collection of stts {S&l! such that 
Si = S”,,, n S:,, and such that SE is parellel to no k-set containing Sj in S:,,. Thus 
Sf is n& parallel to Si in St+l. So there is a set S,_, = Sj n Sf. Since 
S,_, C ST C S;,, C* - Y CS”,-, C S”,_,, we know S”,-, !? Sj = Sl+ So each of the 
bd - bd-j hype@anes con&i&g P and satisfying (3.2) intersects Sj in a (j - l)-set. 
Clearly no h!lperplane which is parallel to a hyperplane containing Sj can have a 
point in common with SP Thus the number of hyperplanes which contain P and 
have non-void intersection with Sj is bd - &,-. 
Definition 3.5. For 0 s k G d, we define a k th associate of any point P as follows: P 
is a Och associate oE itself. Two points P and (2 are said to be first associates if they 
occur together on a line. For I c k <d, two points P- and Q are k th associates if P 
and Q occur tcigether in a k-set, but do not occur together in a (k - Q-set. 
Lemma 3.6. Points P and Q are k th associates iff P and Q occur together in exactly 
one k-set. 
Pro&. For necessity recall that if two points occur together in two k-sets, they 
occur together in a (k - Q-set by Corollary 1.6. For &Gciency we may note that if 
two points occ*x together in a (k - l)-set, then they wcur together in +(k, k - 1, d) 
k-sets. 
Lemma 3.7. Let d 2 2 be given and let k be such that 1 G k < d - 1. If a point P and 
LX set Sd-k-, are not co-(d - l), then Sd+, has no I”‘, 2nd, . . . or k th asociates of P. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that P and Sd+, are not co-(d - 1) and Sd+-, 
contGx a point Q which is a j” associate of P for I s j s k. Then P and Q occur 
together in a j-set which in turn is in some k-set, Sk. Since Sd-L-I and Sk have the 
po4lt $3 in commoq we know S,++-, n Sk =G Srol l’or some m ~4. Then S,-L-.I v Sk = 
S, P here q = d - 1 - m G d - 1. So there is a seri Sd+ which contains Sd-L-I and Sk. 
Qtit since P C Sk, this contradicts the fact that ;P and Sd++ are not co-(d - 1). 
MINM ~J!h If d IS 2 and 1 G k s d land if P ami Sd_k are not co-(d - I), then sd.+ 
has (A& - qkfd+) ic ” associates of P. 
Proof. Since bz = k *, the conclusion is clear w&x d = 2. 
Suppose ;P :, 2 and assume the lemma holds for finite nets of dimension d - 1. 
The IemmA clearly -holds for k = d. So suppose 1 s k G d - 1 and assume P is a 
icrlm is not co-(d - 1) w*ith a set Sd _k. By ?‘heore:n 3.4, Sd..+ has bd_ L (bt - 2)” 
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(d - k - 1)sets which are co-(d - 1) with 1’. Again using Theorem 3.4, we know 
none of these is CO-@ - 2) with P. So we may invoke the inductive hypothesis to 
conclude that each of these (d - k - 1)-sets has (b2 - l)k(d-k-*) kth associates of P. 
By Lemma 3.7, the remaining (d - k - 1)-sets in S&k whch are not co-(d - 1) with 
P t,. we no k Ih associates of P. 
Let N(P, S,_,) be the number of kth associates of P in S&-k. Then by counting 
ordered pairs (Q, S d_k_,) where Q is a krh associate of P and Q C &-k-l C S&k, we 
get 
N(P, +&,$$(d - k - l,o, d - k) = 56-k (bz - ?.)‘(bz - l)k(d-k-*). 
Since +(d -k - l,O,d -k)= bd-k, we have 
N(P, sd-,) = (bz - l)k(d-k’. 
Lemma 3.9. J~OT d 2 2 and 2 G k =% d, if P and S&k +, are not co -(d - l), then the 
number of k ” associates of P in Sd-k+l is 
(bl- l)(lr-ixd-k)[n - (b2 - 1)“~‘]t$J-,+,. 
Proof. When k = d, the: conclusion follows fror? Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8. In particular, 
the conclusion holds for d = 2. 
SO suppose d > 2 and assume :he result holds in finite nets of dimension d - 1. 
Let k be such that 2 G k < d and suppose P and S&k+* are not co-(d - 1). 
From Theorem 3.4, we knov: S&k+1 has b&k+& - l)‘-’ (d - k’,,sets which are 
co-(d - 1) and not cc=-jd - 2) with P. By using the inductive hypothesis, we see that 
each of these has (b2 - l)(k-‘Hd-k-‘)[n - (bz - l)k-‘]bd_k k th associates of P. The 
remaining P’lbd-;+l - b,-k+,(b2 - I)‘-’ = bd-k,l[n - (bz - l)k-l] (d - k)-Sets in S&k+1 
are not co-(d - 1) with P. By Lemma 3.8, we know that each of these sets has 
(b, - l)W’-k) k th associates of P. 
Let N(P,Sd-L+I) be the number of kth associates of P in S&L+I. Again counting 
ordered pairs (Q, S&-k ) where Q is a k th associate of P and Q c S&k c $6k+l, we 
have 
N(P, S&k +l)bd-k+l = bd-k+,(ba - I)“-‘(bz - l)(k-lyd-k-l)[n - (bz - l)k-l]b&, 
+ bdsk &I[n - (b2 - 1)“-*](b2- l)k(d-k! 
Thus 
N(P, sd-k+,) = (bz - l)ck-lWd-k)[n .- (bz - I)“-‘]{b, k + (bt - l)d-‘} 
= (b2 - l)rs-lKd-k)[n - (b, - 1)“~‘]6&,+,. 
The last equality holds since (bz - l)‘-li = 6d _k +, - bd -k, by Lemma 3.1. 
C&e I. Ir, < a;Z. Up our induction on d, we know the number of k a associates of P 
in each of these is 
(1) (& _ #k-W-W 
PI& number of (d - k + j - 1).sets in Sd++ which ark. not co+ -. 1) with p is 
By our L~&xztion on j, we know the. nainber of k ‘h axociates of P in each of these is 
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Letting N(P, Sd-lr+j ) represent the number of krh 
count& ordered pairs (QI Sd- k +, -,) where Q is a 
Sd-k+j-l C Sd-k-+ we get 
associates of P in Sd--k+j and 
k th associate of P and Q c 
.N(Y, Sd-L+Jbd-*+, = 
= b d-k+j(b2 - l)(k-‘W”-k’ n [n - (b2 - 1)“~‘1 . 
4-1 
. 
! d$y (62 - w [i. (62 -- ly? [ l l l [g 6, _,+& - lpl] l l l I]} m m 
+ bd++,(b2 - l)fk-j+lxd-k) d [n - (bz- l)k-i] 
. [~o(64'[ii (62~1)"f.j 5 6~,_,,,(b,-l)~,-21...]]). 
PI-0 P,-2-o -I 
Thus 
N(P, sd-k +j) = 
= (b2 _ l)WW-k’ 
fi [n - @2- 1)“-q 
l [‘g’ (62~ lyl [ i (b:! - l)R [ l l l [ 5 
Pl"O !W=O P,-I=0 
b,_,,,(b2 - 1)p1-1] . . . 11 
+ (62~ l)d-k ‘2 (6*- 1)4 
P2”O 
and the result follows. 
CUSS 2. k = d. If P and Sj are CO-;d - I), t tlen Sj has no dth associates oi” P by 
definition. So in this case the contribution of (lb is zero. The remainder of the proof 
is analogous to Case 1. 
By Lemmas 3.7-3.10 and Theorem 3.11, we know the number of k ‘h associates of 
P in S, is independent of the choice of P and Sj. For this reason we will let n(k, j, n) 
represent the number of k rh ascociates of a point P which lie in a j-set which is not 
co-hyperplanar with P in a d-net. By Lemma 3.7, we know n (k, j, d) = 0 if 
k < d - j, and by the definition of k Ih associate, we know II (k, j, d) = 0 if k > d. 
Also, for j > d we will define n (k: j, d) = G 
Lemma 3.12. .?kr ti 3 L and F a point in a d-net, the numbu 7f d lh associates of P in 




W-&i:J&$i $ be a paint in a d-net. Sin&F is in bd of the nbd byperplanes of the 
n&-^a;” a&@i@as if P are found only iltt the nbd - hd remaining hypcrpfa; es. By 
Zla;mma 3.9 and 3.11, egch such hyperplane has II;:: [n -- (h2 - I y] P associates 
of P. 
Let n(P, M) repsent the number of dth associates of P in the net IV. Then by 
counting ordered pairs (0: &+) where Q is a d’” ;~ssociate of P and Q C SB-,, we 
have 
Since bd # 0, the result follows. 
Theorem 3.13. For a 3 2 and 1 G k G d, the rrumliar of k rh associates of u point in Q 
d-net is given by 
b&+r l 9 l b+k+l It-l 
b,bz . e 9 t),c rJo fn - (b2 - U”l* 
Prwf. Suppose d ~2,l s k 6 d and P is t point in a d-net N. By Lemma 3.6, we 
know that: if Q is a ,k” associate of P, then P and Q occur together in exactly one 
I: -set, Further, P lies in 
$(k, 0, d) = &;--; - ’ l $-k+’ k -sets. 
12”’ k 
Fi;lally, for P C Sk, the number of kth associates of P in Sk is given as 
n,“=& - (&2- ly] in ~4,crnma 3.12, since Sk is a k-net. 
So the result is ob;.ained by counting ordered pairs (Q, Sk ) where Q is a k th 
associate of P and 0 md F occur together in Sk. 
Since the number of i: th associates of a point P is independent of the choice cvf P, 
we may extend the function n(k, j, d) by letting n(k, js j) represent the number of 
k th assG ciat zs of a point in a J-net. 
I_.?: d>2 andW1. , j, k s d and suppose points f and Q are i th associqtes in a 
&net. ?en the number of points which arc! simultaneously jth associates of P and 
k ‘h as,ociates of Q will b.2 deiloted pi,@. Q ; or p Li(Q, P). Our next goal is to show 
+hr: P:~(P, Q) is indepeadent ~7f the chaice of P aml BJ. A recursive formula is given 
l.vhich could be used to calculatr’ the.(d i- ‘!)’ constants pfr(. 
Th zre s\:e sets §i containing P and Q an6 Sj containing P and 
1.5, S, v S, = & where Ic s i + j. 
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Theorem 3.15. If d 2 2 and i, j, and k are such that 0 d i, j, k s d and k > i + j, 
&??I 
Proof. This is an immediate Corollary to Lemma 3.44. 
Lemma 3.16. Suppose P and Q are k Ih associates, both in the fixed set S E. If any set 
S, contains SotIt P and Q, then S Z C S,. 
Proof. Suppose P, Q, St and Sj are as in the hypothesis. Since S t and S, intersect, 
we know by Theorem 1.5 that Sj n S f = S, for some m s min(j, k} G k. But since P 
and Q are k rh associates and both points lie in S,,,, we must have k s m. Thus 
s,ns:= St, and so SltC S,. 
Lemma 3.13. Suppose St is a set contained in a set S 7. Let j and q be such that 
O<J<d and ksq G min(i, j). Then the number of j-sets containing SE and 
intersecting S f in a q-set is independent of the choice of S z and S 7. 
Proof. The proof for j > i will be given. The case j < i is similar and will be 
omitted. Suppose 22: C Sf are fixed sets, and j and q are such that 0 < i < d and 
k G q 6 i. Let N(j, k, i, q)(S& Sf) denote the number of j-sets containing S*, and 
intersecting S 7 in a q-set. If q = i, then N(j, k, i, i)(S t, S 1) is just the number of 
j-sets containing St given by +(j, i, d). 
Now suppose q G i - 1 and assume the result holds for any q’ such that 
q < q’ G i. Let S, be one of the +(q, k, i) q-sets which contain St and lie in Sf. 
Each of the 4‘(i, q, d) j-sets containing S, will intersect ST in some set S,,, where 
0 < o! G i - q. For QI > 0, the number of j-sets containing Sq and intersecting ST in a 
(q + cu)-set is given by N(J q, i, q + a)(&, St). Since q < q + Q! s i, we know this 
number is independent of the choice of S, and ST by the inductive hypothesis. 
Thus the number of j-sets whsse intersection with SY is Sq is given by 
+(j, q, d) - x:-J, N(j, q, i, q + a). Counting ordered pairs as lsefore we obtain: 
X(j,k,i,q)(S:,Sf)= +(q,ki) [CO.,qJ)- 2 ~f_kq7iYa +a)]. 
CX=l 
Theorem 3.18. If i, j, artd k are such that 0 s 1, i, k s d, pi@,, Pz) is independent of 
the choice of P, and P2. 
Prwf. Clearly p&(P,, P2) = &, hence is independei,t of the choice of PI and K. 
Suppose j >@ and assume pm@,, 2) is indqxndent of the choice of B, and P, 
2 be irh associates an e uni que i-set rontainirq: 
(3 3) . 
On the other hand, since each Q lies in a j-set with PI, each Q is an M* associate 
of PI for 11 s m G j. Suppose Q * is an mth associate of PI. Then Q * and PI occur 
together in some unique m-set S z. F+rrther any j-set containing Q* and PI must 
cc:;tnFain Sz. So the. nvmber of such j~sets&+($ mj d). T&S the number of ordered 
pair; (Q, Sj) ;is given by: 
Using the inductive hypothe:Gs, this sum becomes 
i-1 
By equating (X3) and (3.4) we get 
CoAary 3.19. Let & = (Ax, A 21.. . , Ad} where alrch Ai is the collection of ull 
urwdwd pak of distincf points PI, P2 in N such that I$ and PZ are i& associates. 
2793~ Eae is an associatkw scheme on the poiptfs of IV. 
TIbwem 3.20. (Main result). Let N be CL d-net and Eet arbifmry (hutjked) k be such 
Gut I s k s d - 1. l%err the points apd k-sets of N serve as the treatments 
~7.nd Mocks, mpectimly, of a PBIB design b,wd on 0 d-class asiociatian 
scheme with parameters v = n f b = ~I~-~(&&,-I l l l b,g+$(b,bz l l * b+k), I = 
(bdbd-l l l l brt-k+l)/(blb2+ l l b,), k = n’, and hr = Q for i > k, A, = 1 for i = k and 
hi = (bd-ibd-i-l l 9 l bd+.,)/(blb2 9 9 . bk-,), for i < k 
‘I?IL ,mmbc; of treatments and bjtocks is just the nu_mbt=r of plaints and 
) respectivLiy. Sa 70 
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treatment is given by +(k,O, d); and the number of treatmebrs in a block is 
+(O, k, d). So r and k are given by 4 (k, 0. d) and 4 (0, k, d). 
Suppose P, and P2 are ich associates. Th:n they occur together in exactly cne 
i-set. So the number of k-sets containing P, and Pz is given by 4( k, i, d) for k 2 i, 
and 0 for k c i. 
The result follows by substituting values from the incidence matrix, and noting 
that by Corollary 3.21 an association scheme has been defitled on the points of .V. 
4. Examples 
4. I. d-Dimensional lattice graph 
k d-dime\lsional lattice graph may be defined as a graph G whose vertices can 
be identified with ordered d-tupdes on n symbols, such that two vertices are 
adjacent iff the coresponding d-tuples have d - 1 common symbols in the same 
positions. 
Suppose the n symbols are { 1,2, . . . 9 n}. The vertices of G serve as points (or 
O-sets) of a d-net N if we define a k-set for 0 s k d d - 1 to be a d-tuple with k 
blank spots, i.e., SI = (a&+ where d - k of the LY, ‘s are elements of {1,2, . . , n} 
and the remaining k positions of the d-tuple are empty (or blank). 
The points of a d-lattice graph on n-symbols serve as points of a d-net with 
parameters n, k * and (bj}id_z given by n, 2 and {&, respectively. 
4.2. Finite afine geometry of dimension d based on a Galois field 
Let GFO;,“) be a finite field of order s = p”. A finite affine d-space of order 
s,EG(d, s), may be detined as follows. Any collection of G* .lered d-tuples 
(Xl, x2, l l ‘, xd) where xi E GF@“) is a point P* of the space. T!w element x, is 
called the i th coordinate of P *. 
For any independent set of consistent equations 
alo + all& + ‘* ‘+ aldxd =o 
iho + a21x1 + ’ l ’ + a2dxd = 0 
. . . . . . . . . 
ad-k.0 + ad-k. ix1 + ’ - ’ + adwk.dxd = 
(4-l) 
for Qii E GF@“), the set of points satisfying (4.1) forms a flat & of dimension k, or a 
k-flat. 
The hyperplanes are the cosets of the (d - l)-dimensional subspaces. Eas5 
complete set of cosetb of a single subspacc: is a parallel pencil, and the nurqber of 
such subspaces is well-known to be (sd - l)/(s - 1). 
The proofs of the remaining axioms are straightforward and will be omitted here. 
When considering EG(d, F”) as a d- YB, and (b, >,“+ are givep 
by s + 1, s, and {(sj - I)/(s - l)}~zz, 
: 
